Bellydance Performance Contract
Rio of Satori Dance
How did you hear about Rio? ________________________________________
Title of the Event: ______________________________ (i.e. 60th Birthday Party)
THIS CONTRACT represents the complete terms and conditions between
_________________________________ and Rio of Satori Dance.
(“client”)
1. Rio shall provide:
a) A performance on ______________________________ at the below specified
Location: ________________________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________________________
Start Time:______________
b) The total performance time shall be:

A wedding reception performance with ___ set(s) for the duration of five songs
or 15-20 minutes each (standard)
*For multiple sets, maximum wait time between performances is 15 minutes.
The first set is $200 with each additional set at $50. If a longer wait time is
required there will be an additional charge of $25 per half hour.
A private party performance with ___ set(s) for the duration of five songs or 1520 minutes each (standard)
*For multiple sets, maximum wait time between performances is 15 minutes.
The first set is $125 with each additional set at $50. If a longer wait time is
required there will be an additional charge of $25 per half hour.
A 30 minute belly dance lesson with short 10 minute performance in
professional costume for $100
Arabian Princess children’s party entertainment: 7-10 minute set with 20 minute
photo opportunity for $75
**Travel fees apply at $.55 per mile for shows outside of the Fort Collins/Loveland area.
c) If appropriate, Rio will encourage audience participation through dancing and tipping.
Guests of honor may be invited to dance, but Rio will not force those who are
uninterested in participating.
e) Rio shall provide music in the form of a CD and boombox (will require table and
electrical outlet). If the event will have a DJ and sound equipment, notify Rio so that she
can communicate with the DJ to determine required music file type. Style of music
provided should be:

Traditional Egyptian (mostly instrumental, some folk music)
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Arabic Pop
Dancer’s Choice (most likely a mix of the two above styles)
Specific song request: __________________________________________________
f) Often, Rio will bring an assistant to help with minor logistical details and to take
pictures and/or video of the show. The assistant shall dress and act appropriately for the
event. If pictures are taken, Rio will be happy to share them upon request.
2. The client shall provide:
a) The above employer commits to paying Rio a fee of $___________ plus a travel fee
of $_______. (calculate mileage from 2812 Stanford Rd. Fort Collins, CO 80525 to the
event destination).
A NON-REFUNDABLE ADVANCE DEPOSIT OF 50% OF THE FEE QUOTED – in
this case, $_______, is required for this event.
The deposit amount can be mailed to:
Kimberly Carman, 2812 Stanford Rd., Fort Collins, CO.
THE BALANCE OF $_______ IS DUE IN CASH AT THE TIME OF THE
PERFORMANCE.
***If the performance is canceled less than 7 days prior to the event, advance deposit
shall be forfeited to the artist. If cancellation by Rio is necessary, every effort will be
made to find a suitable replacement performer. If no replacement is desired by the
employer, Rio shall refund deposit in full.
b) Rio will solicit no tips from guests, but if they choose to tip her on their own accord,
they may throw bills over her head, place them respectfully in her costume (Rio will
direct guests to appropriate areas), or hand them to her. Any tips given to the artist are
hers to keep, in addition to her full payment amount.
c) A safe and adequate space for the performer shall be provided. This includes a floor
or stage that is free of broken glass, spilled liquids, or other hazardous objects. This
also includes an environment that is free of harassment of a sexual nature or otherwise.
If the artist deems the environment unsafe for the above reasons, she may leave
without rendering services. In that case, the client will still be responsible for paying the
full amount.
d) The client shall communicate any special suggestions or requests prior to the day of
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the performance. The performance and/or lesson has been carefully planned and it is
difficult to make changes with insufficient notice.
e) Rio may have more than one engagement per night, so it is important that the
show/lesson start at the agreed upon time. If she is required to start more than 30
minutes late, an extra charge of $50 will apply. In some cases,
lateness may result in a shorter show or constitute a breach of contract on the part of
the client.
f) It is important to pay the artist in a timely manner once services have been rendered.
If Rio is required to wait more than 15 minutes after the show for payment, an extra
charge of $100 will apply. Often for weddings, payment is left with either the wedding
planner or the DJ so that the bride and groom will not be disturbed with this detail.
Please help us to get out the door on time so that we can remain on schedule.
Agreed to and accepted:
____________________________ date ___________
(Rio)
_______________________________ date _________
(client)
________________________________________________
Rio@SatoriDance.com
2812 Stanford Road
Fort Collins, CO 80525
970-310-3964
Thank you for your business!

